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In this paper, a previously developed meso-scale model for concrete, called the Conﬁnement Shear
Lattice (CSL) model, is extended in order to include the effect of loading rate on concrete strength and
fracturing behavior. The rate dependence of concrete behavior is assumed to be caused by two different
physical mechanisms. The ﬁrst is a dependence of the fracture process on the rate of crack opening, and
the second is the viscoelastic deformation of the intact (unfractured) cement paste. In this study, the ﬁrst
mechanism is described by the activation energy theory applied to the ruptures occurring along the crack
surfaces, whereas the second mechanism is modeled by the MicroprestresseSolidiﬁcation theory. The
developed model is calibrated and validated on the basis of experimental data gathered from the
literature.
! 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Failure and fracturing behavior of concrete are very often treated
as time-independent phenomena. This approach, however, is
acceptable only as an approximation. In reality, the time dependence
is negligible only in a certain range of load duration referred to as
short term (or quasi-static) and pertaining to usual material testing
lasting a few minutes. On the contrary, it is important for dynamic
(impact) loading lasting a few milliseconds and for long-term (sustained) loading lasting for many years.
Under impact loading the inﬂuence of the loading rate on
concrete behavior becomes an important parameter that must be
taken into account in order to have reasonable results. It is generally reported that when the strain rate increases, the ultimate stress
(strength), the elastic (secant) modulus, and the peak strain
increase (see, among many others, Refs. [1,2]). Under sustained
loading, on the other hand, viscoelastic deformations (creep)
develop even at constant load and failure can occur at stress levels
below the usual quasi-static strength [3].
To simulate correctly the dynamic and viscoelastic response of
concrete structures with the inclusion of strain-rate effect, it is
essential to adopt a computational model that simulates reliably
the transition between diffuse damage, crack initiation, and crack
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propagation. Such a complex scenario is strongly inﬂuenced by
concrete heterogeneity and it calls for the adoption of a meso-scale
model in which heterogeneity is explicitly simulated.
Many meso-scale models can be found in the literature for the
simulation of concrete behavior and, in particular, for the simulation of fracture propagation. Each of them has its own advantages
and disadvantages. In the studies of Roelfstra et al. [4], Wittmann
et al. [5] and, more recently, Carol et al. [6], concrete is modeled as
a three-phase material (aggregate inclusions, mortar matrix, and
interface between them), each phase being discretized through
ﬁnite elements with appropriate material properties. These models
describe with great accuracy the interaction between matrix and
inclusions, but are almost prohibitive from a computational point of
view. Lattice and particle models use a different approach in which
the continuum is replaced by a system of discrete elements (rigid
particles, truss members, beam members, etc.). Noteworthy
examples of lattice and particle models can be found in Refs.
[7e13]. These models can handle well the displacement discontinuity associated with fracture and they have been very successful in
simulating tensile crack initiation and propagation in concrete.
In this study, a meso-scale model of concrete previously
developed by the author is adopted and extended to include strainrate effects. This model, called the ConﬁnementeShear Lattice
model [14], is able to simulate tensile fracture as well as damage in
compression and it has been extensively calibrated and validated in
the quasi-static regime [15e17]. The quasi-static formulation of this
model is highlighted in the next section.
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2. Review of the ConﬁnementeShear Lattice (CSL) model
The ConﬁnementeShear Lattice (CSL) model is a meso-scale
model simulating the mechanical interaction among coarse
aggregate pieces in concrete. The geometry of the model is
obtained from the basic properties of the mix-design. Given the
aggregateecement ratio, a/c, the cement content, c, the sieve
curve, and a certain volume of material, V, the number ni of
aggregate pieces whose characteristic size lies in a speciﬁed size
interval of average size Di can be calculated: ni ¼ jiMa/ravi, where
vi ¼ pD3i =6 is the volume of one aggregate piece, ji is the ratio
between the mass of aggregate with characteristic size Di and the
total mass of aggregate, Ma¼(a/c)cV, and ra is the mass density of
aggregate.
The aggregate pieces (particles), assumed to be of spherical
shape, are randomly placed in the volume one-by-one through
a try-and-reject procedure ensuring that each particle does not
overlap with the other particles and is completely contained within
the volume of interest [7]. The Delaunay algorithm [18] is then used
to connect the centers of the particles through a three-dimensional
lattice. Each ridge of the Delaunay tetrahedra identiﬁes a lattice
strut connecting two adjacent particles. The cross-sectional area of
the lattice struts is deﬁned such that the total volume of the struts
corresponds to the considered volume of material (see Ref. [14] for
more details).
Along each connecting strut, a point (interaction point), at
which the forces between the two adjacent particles (of size D1 and
D2) are imagined to be transmitted, is deﬁned such that the strut
length l is subdivided into two lengths l1 ¼ lD1/(D1 þ D2) and
l2 ¼ lD2/(D1 þ D2) (Fig. 1a).
The kinematics of the model is deﬁned assuming that: 1) the
_ is linearly distributed between the particle centers
axial velocity, u,
_ are the effect of
_ w
(lattice nodes), and 2) the transverse velocities v;
a rigid motion corresponding to the translational and rotational
velocities at particle 1, for side 13, and at particle 2 for side 24 (see
Fig. 1a). The transversal velocities at the interaction point can be
_3 ¼ w
_ 1 # l1 4_ 1
then computed as v_ 3 ¼ v_ 1 þ l1 w_ 1 , v_ 4 ¼ v_ 2 # l2 w_ 2 , w
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_4 ¼ w
_ 2 þ l2 4_ 2 , where 4_ and w_ are the rotational nodal
and w
velocities orthogonal to the axis of the lattice strut.
The velocity ﬁeld is then used to deﬁne appropriate measures of
strain rates at the interaction point: 3_ N ¼ ðu_ 2 # u_ 1 Þ=l, 3_ M ¼
_4#w
_ 3 Þ=l ¼
ðv_ 4 # v_ 3 Þ=l ¼ ðv_ 2 # v_ 1 # l2 w_ 2 # l1 w_ 1 Þ=l and 3_ l ¼ ðw
_ 1 þ l2 4_ 2 þ l1 41 Þ=l, where N is the direction coaxial with the
_2#w
ðw
connecting strut and M, L are two mutually orthogonal directions in
the plane of the strut cross section.
Finally, the CSL formulation is completed by a constitutive
relation characterizing the behavior of the particle interface at the
interaction point. Following Ref. [14] normal and shear stresses, are
assumed to be proportional to normal and shear strains through
damage-like constitutive equations:

sN ¼ s3N =3; sM ¼ sa3M =3; sL ¼ sa3L =3;

(1)

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where s ¼ ðs2N þ s2T Þ=a2 ¼ effective stress, sT ¼ s2M þ s2L ¼
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
32N þ a2 32T ¼ effective strain, and 3T ¼ 32M þ 32L ¼
shear stress, 3 ¼

shear strain, and a is a material parameter discussed later.
The initial elastic behavior can be formulated through a linear
elastic relationship between the effective stress and the effective
strain: s ¼ E03. In this case, from Eq. (1) one has sN ¼ E03N,
sM ¼ aE03M, and sL ¼ aE03L. As one can see the material parameter
a represents the ratio between the shear elastic stiffness and the
normal elastic stiffness. In Ref. [15] a was shown to control the
macroscopic Poisson’s ratio n: for a ¼ 0.25 one obtains n z 0.18.
The elastic modulus E0 must be computed preserving the
different elastic properties of the aggregate pieces and the
embedding mortar matrix. Assuming a series coupling, we have

E0 ¼ Ec l=ðrla þ lc Þ

(2)

where Ec is the normal elastic modulus of the embedding mortar,
r ¼ Ec/Ea is the ratio between the normal elastic moduli of the
embedding mortar and aggregate, la¼(D1 þ D2)/2 and lc ¼ l # la.
The stressestrain evolution remains elastic as long as the
effective stress s does not reach a certain strength limit. Afterwards

Fig. 1. a) Schematic representation of the lattice strut connecting two adjacent aggregate particles; b) Rate dependent cohesive law; c) Strain-rate dependent linear stressestrain
law; d) CSL elastic domain and its rate dependence.
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the evolution of the effective stress follows a given strain-dependent boundary. If unloading occurs, the behavior is considered to be
incrementally elastic. The following equations govern the inelastic
regime:

s_ ¼ E0 3_ and 0 & s & sb ð3; uÞ

(3)

pﬃﬃﬃ
where u, deﬁned as tanu ¼ 3N =ð a3T Þ, represents a generalized
strain measure characterizing the coupling between normal and
shear behavior (pure shear for u ¼ 0, pure tension for u ¼ p/2, pure
compression for u ¼ #p/2, shearetension coupling for 0<u<p/2,
and shearecompression coupling for #p/2<u < 0). The constraint
in Eq. (3) is imposed through a vertical (at constant strain) return
algorithm. Similar approach was used in Refs. [19,20]. It must be
noted that because of Eq. (1) the deﬁnition of u can be rewritten in
pﬃﬃﬃ
terms of stresses: tanu ¼ asN =sT . This allows interpreting the
strain-dependent boundary sb(3,u) as a strain-dependent limit
domain in the stress space (sN,sT).
The strain-dependent boundary is deﬁned by the equation

sb ð3; uÞ ¼ s0 ðuÞ exp

#
$%
"
KðuÞ 3 # 30 ðuÞ
s0 ðuÞ

(4)

where 30(u) ¼ s0(u)/E0.
The function s0(u) is the effective strength limit and it represents the elastic domain in the stress space (sN,sT). In this work, the
assumed elastic domain is a hyperbola with a cut-off in compression (Fig. 1d). The analytical expression of the hyperbolic portion is

s0 ðuÞ ¼

#ðst þ sa Þs þ

ﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
i
h
½ðst þ sa Þs(2 þ aðc=mÞ2 #s2 ðst þ 2sa Þst

aðc=mÞ2 #s2

(5)

and the analytical expression of the compression cut-off reads

sc
s0 ðuÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ ac2 =b

(6)

In the previous equations s ¼ sinu, c ¼ cosu, sa ¼
0:5st ½s2s =ðmst Þ2 # 1(, st ¼ meso-scale tensile strength, ss ¼ mesoscale shear strength, sc ¼ meso-scale compressive strength, m ¼
meso-scale friction coefﬁcient, and b ¼ compression cut-off shape
parameter.
The function K(u) represents the slope of the boundary sb(u)
(rate of strength decay) at the elastic limit (3 ¼ 30(u) or, equivalently, s ¼ s0(u)). In the case of pure meso-scale tension and
shear, a softening behavior is assumed, Kðp=2Þ ¼ #Kt < 0 and K
(0) ¼ #Ks/a < 0, while in the case of pure meso-scale compression, hardening behavior is assumed, K(#p/2) ¼ Kc > 0 [14]. K(u)
is formulated as a linear interpolation of these three limiting
cases. Unlike the hardening modulus Kc, the softening moduli Kt
and Ks are not material parameters because they have to depend
on the length l of the lattice element in order to preserve correct
energy dissipation during softening [21]: Kt ¼ 2E0/(lt/l # 1) and
Ks ¼ 2aE0/(ls/l # 1) where lt ¼ 2E0 Gt =s2t , ls ¼ 2aE0 Gs =s2s ,
Gt ¼ meso-scale tensile fracture energy, and Gs ¼ meso-scale
shear fracture energy. Additional details on the CSL formulation
can be found in Ref. [14].
3. Meso-level fracture as a time dependent phenomenon
Following the work of Ba!
zant and coworkers [20], the rate
dependence of concrete deformation can be assumed to be caused
by two different physical mechanisms. The ﬁrst is a dependence of
the fracture process on the rate of crack opening, and the second is

the viscoelastic deformation of cement paste. For concrete both
mechanisms are important but the former dominates at extreme
strain rates under impact. In addition, even for moderate strain
rates, the rate dependence of fracture is needed to describe the
reversal of softening into hardening after a sudden increase of the
loading rate [3,22,23].
By considering fracture as a thermally activated phenomenon
governed by the classical MaxwelleBoltzmann equation, Ba!
zant
[24] derived the dependence of the cohesive behavior on the crack
opening rate as

&

'

) *+
_
w
f ðwÞ
c0

(

sch w; w_ ¼ 1 þ c1 asinh

(7)

_ is the
where sch is the cohesive stress, w is the crack opening, w
crack opening rate, f(w) is the cohesive law under (ideal) static
_
conditions (w/0),
and c0, c1 are two material parameters. The
function f(w) can be also considered a good approximation of
a cohesive law identiﬁed in typical concrete fracture quasi-static
tests in which the maximum crack opening rate is used as the
_ is non zero but small
control variable [24]. In these situations w
and, consequently, sch z f(w). Eq. (7) represents a vertical scaling of
the static cohesive law by a function of the crack opening rate as it is
shown in Fig. 1b.
If one adopts a smeared crack approach at the meso-scale then
one can consider the crack opening to be homogenously distributed
along the connecting strut between two aggregate pieces. For the
CSL model and with reference to the effective strains and stresses,
one can write

3¼

&
'
_
w s w; w
þ
l
E0

(8)

By solving Eq. (8) for w under the assumption that the elastic strain
rate is negligible in comparison to the smeared crack opening rate
_ þ s_ =E0 zw=lÞ,
_
one can obtain the reladuring softening ð3_ ¼ w=l
tionship between the crack opening and the effective strain and
strain rate: w ¼ wð3; 3_ Þ. This relationship, in turn, allows obtaining
the stressestrain relation sð3; 3_ Þ from the cohesive law. For
example, if the cohesive law is linear the stressestrain relationship
is the one sketched in Fig. 1c. The peak stress and strain are given by
the static ones times a function of the strain rate, Fð3_ Þ. The postpeak slope is H ¼ Fð3_ Þs0 =ðw0 =l # 3peak Þ where 3peak ¼ 30 Fð3_ Þ. Since
w0/l >> 3peak one can write HzFð3_ Þs0 =ðw0 =lÞ ¼ Fð3_ ÞH0 , where
H0 ¼ s0l/w0 is the post-peak slope under static condition.
According to the discussion above, the CSL boundary in Eq. (4)
can be modiﬁed as

&

'

& '

sb 3; 3_ ; u ¼ F 3_ s0 ðuÞ exp

#
&
'$%
"
KðuÞ 3 # 30 3_ ; u
s0 ðuÞ

(9)

where 30 ðu; 3_ Þ ¼ Fð3_ Þs0 ðuÞ=E0 . The function Fð3_ Þ follows from Eq.
_ is substituted by l3_ :
(7) in which w

& '
F 3_ ¼

(

*+
)
3_
1 þ c1 asinh
c0 =l

(10)

Fig. 1b shows the variation of the elastic domain for increasing
strain rate.
In the previous equations the strain-rate dependent function
Fð3_ Þ does not depend on the coupling variable u. This means that in
the current formulation the strength increment due to rate effect is
the same for meso-scale tension, meso-scale shear, and meso-scale
compression. This is somewhat arguable since the meso-scale
compressive behavior in the CSL formulation governs mainly the
macroscopic triaxial compressive behavior which is known [25,26]
to be much less strain-rate sensitive than macroscopic tensile
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fracturing and macroscopic unconﬁned compressive behavior
(both governed by meso-scale tensile fracturing and shearing).
However, in this paper simulation of triaxial behavior is not being
investigated and will be the subject of future studies.
4. Incorporation of creep
Although the focus of this paper is to study the effect of high
strain rates on concrete strength for which creep effects are
secondary, in this section, for the sake of generality, a comprehensive theory that incorporates the aging viscoelasticity is amalgamated with the CSL model.
Assuming the additivity of the strains, each CSL strain component can be expressed as

(11)

3i ¼ xi þ ei ði ¼ N; M; LÞ

where xi includes the elastic strain of the aggregate, the instantaneous (elastic) strain of the embedding mortar and the damage
(fracturing) strain. In general, the strain component ei is the sum of
the viscoelastic strain and the higro-thermal strains.
The evolution of x is assumed to be governed by the strain-rate
dependent CSL formulation presented in the previous section. One
can write

,

-

(12)

x
ax
ax
sN ¼ s N ; sM ¼ s M ; sL ¼ s L
x
x
x

(13)

s_ ¼ x_ =q1 and 0 & s & sb x; x_ ; g

*
)
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x
x ¼ x2N þ ax2T ; g ¼ arctan pﬃﬃﬃN ; s ¼

ax

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

s2N þ

s2T
a

(14)

T
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
xM þ xL and sT ¼ s2M þ s2L . The stressestrain
where xT ¼
boundary sb is given by the Eq. (9) in which 3, 3_ and u are replaced
by x, x_ and g, respectively. The parameter q1 is the CSL instantaneous (elastic) compliance that includes the instantaneous
compliance of aggregate and embedding mortar. According to the
series coupling assumption already used in the previous sections,
one can write

q1 ¼

la =Ea þ lc q1;c
l

(15)

where Ea is the elastic modulus of the aggregate, q1,c is the
instantaneous and time-independent compliance of the embedding mortar. It must be noted here that the compliance q1,c does not
correspond to the inverse of the elastic modulus Ec in Eq. (2); Ec is
the quasi-static elastic modulus which, contrarily to q1,c, includes
the effect of short-term creep. Rather, q1,c should be interpreted as
an ideal compliance that one would measure conducting a test at
inﬁnite strain rate and, as such, it can be considered to be
approximated by the dynamic compliance of the embedding
mortar. The reader is directed to Ref. [28] for an in depth discussion
of this issue.
The strain components ei are assumed to evolve according to the
MicropretresseSolidiﬁcation (MS) theory which is highlighted
below. The comprehensive description of this theory along with its
calibration and validation is reported elsewhere [29].
3T
3ev
þ 3fi þ 3sh
The MS theory assumes that ei ¼ 3ev
i þ i in which i
i
f
T
sh
is the viscoelastic strain, 3i is the purely viscous strain, and 3i , 3 are
the strains related to variations of humidity (shrinkage and
swelling) and temperature, respectively. The hygro-thermal
3T
phenomena governing 3sh
i and i [29] are slow processes (at least
for temperatures less than 100 ) C) and are only relevant to the

behavior of concrete subjected to sustained loads and will not be
considered hereinafter.
The viscoelastic strain 3ev
i takes into account the viscoelastic
behavior of the CSHegel particles. According to the Solidiﬁcation
theory [30] this component of the strain can be expressed in
incremental form as (for i ¼ N,M,L)

3_ ev
i ðtÞ ¼

) *m
l
lc g_ i ðtÞ 1
q
¼ 3þ 0
;
l vðte Þ vðtÞ
q2
t

(16)

gi ðtÞ ¼

Zt

(17)

0

Fi ðtr ðtÞ # tr ðsÞÞs_ i ðsÞds
(

FN ¼ q2 ln 1 þ

* +
)
F
t # t0 n
; FM ¼ FL ¼ N

l0

a

(18)

The function FN is the non-aging micro-compliance function for
the normal CSL strain components. The micro-compliance functions for the shear strain components FM and FL are assumed to be
proportional to FN by the factor 1/a where a is the parameter
introduced earlier to deﬁne the effective strain. This assumption
implies, as it is usually accepted [30], that the Poisson’s ratio is
a time-independent parameter. The function v(t) describes the
amount of solidiﬁed material during hydration processes, te is the
equivalent time, and tr is the reduced time as deﬁned in Ref. [29].
The free parameters of the model are q2 ([q2] ¼ M Pa#1) and q3
([q3] ¼ M Pa#1) while the others are ﬁxed parameters with the
following values n ¼ 0.1, l0 ¼ 1day, and m ¼ 0.5. The ratio lc/l in Eq.
(16) is due to the fact that viscoelastic strains occur only in the
embedding mortar which is distributed along the lattice length lc.
The purely viscous strain (ﬂow strain) is the completely irrecoverable part of the creep strain. In the Microprestress theory [29]
the source of the ﬂow component of creep is assumed to be the
shear slips occurring along hindered adsorbed water layers
between gel particles and it is modeled as

3_ fi ðtÞ ¼

lc jS
s ðtÞ
l hi ðSÞ i

(19)

where jS is the coefﬁcient of reduced time that takes into account
the effect of temperature and relative humidity [29] and the
viscosities hi(S) are assumed to be proportional to the inverse of
the microprestress S: 1/hN(S) ¼ k0q4S, hM ¼ hL ¼ ahN ¼ 2ak0q4S. The
microprestress S is an average of tensile stresses which are present
across the slip planes represented by the hindered adsorbed water
layers between the gel particles in the microstructure of the cement
paste. The evolution of the microprestress can be calculated as
follows [29]

.
.
.
h_ .
S_ þ jS k0 S2 ¼ k1 ..T_ lnðhÞ þ T ..
h

(20)

The free parameters of the Microprestress theory are q4
([q4] ¼ MPa#1), k0 ([k0] ¼ MPa#1 day#1) and k1 ([k1] ¼ MPa K#1).
For stationary hygro-thermal conditions (T_ ¼ 0 and h_ ¼ 0) and
full saturation (h ¼ 1), the solution of Eq. (20) is S(t)¼(k0t)#1 [29].
5. Simpliﬁed creep formulation for short-duration dynamic
events
The theory obtained by the amalgamation of the strain-rate
dependent CSL model and the MS theory highlighted in the
previous section is very sophisticated and accurate and it can model
strain-rate effects in a wide range of loading durations. However,
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the iterative algorithm needed to solve numerically the constitutive
equations (computation of stresses for given total strains) is very
demanding from a computational point of view [31]. For shortduration events, such as penetration and blast loading as well as
earthquakes, the entire framework can be simpliﬁed.
It is reasonable to assume [20,32] that during a dynamic event:
1) microprestresses do not vary in time; 2) evolution of aging is
negligible; 3) the viscoelastic strains are small compared to the
3f 3
damage strain xi ¼ 3i # 3ev
i # i z i . Under these assumptions it can
be shown [20] that the MS theory is equivalent to a simple
Maxwell-type rheological model where the incremental viscoelastic properties Ec* , and h*c are obtained by requiring the compliance function of the Maxwell model to be tangent to the actual MS
compliance function J(t,t0 ) (which can be obtained analytically, see
Refs. [27,28]) at the time tch ¼ tload/2 where tload ¼ duration of the
dynamic event. One obtains Ec* ¼ 1=ðJch # tch J_ ch Þ, h*c ¼ 1=J_ ch , and
_ 0 þ t ; t 0 Þ, and t0 ¼ age at loading.
Jch ¼ J(t0 þ tch,t0 ), J_ ch ¼ Jðt
ch
In this case, the evolution of the effective stress can be calculated by simply substituting Eq. (12) by

&

'/

&

'

s_ þ s s ¼ E3_ and 0 & s & sb 3; 3_ ; u

(21)

where s ¼ h/E is the relaxation time, E ¼ l=ðla =Ea þ
h ¼ lh*c =lc [32].

lc =Ec* Þ,

and

6. Strain-rate effect on compressive and tensile strength
This section deals with the analysis of strain-rate effect on the
macroscopic strength of concrete with reference to the experimental data by Dilger [33] who tested prismatic specimens
(60 mm * 60 mm * 240 mm) in compression at three different
nominal strain rates (3.3 * 10#5, 3.3 * 10#3, and 2.0 * 10#1 s#1). In
both the experiments and the numerical simulations, the specimens were ﬁxed at one end and loaded longitudinally through an
applied constant velocity at the other end. It must pointed out here
that, the nominal strain rates reported above are deﬁned as the
applied velocity divided by the length of the specimens, and, as
such, they only represent a global measure of the loading rate.
Strain and strain-rate distributions throughout the specimens are
clearly not uniform due to the dynamic character of the test, the
effect of material heterogeneity, and triaxial boundary effects.
These sources of non-uniformity of the response are all captured by
the numerical meso-scale simulations.
The tested concrete was characterized by the following material
properties: a/c ¼ 5.5, c ¼ 320 kg/m3, ra ¼ 2880 kg/m3, and a quasistatic design strength of about 22 MPa. Table 1 reports the granulometric distribution of the mix-design. The specimens were
tested 28 days after casting. The ﬁtting of the experimental data
through the CSL model was obtained by setting the model
parameters to the following values: a ¼ 0.25, Ea ¼ 300,000 MPa,
st ¼ 6 MPa, Gt ¼ 0.04 N/mm, sc ¼ 13st, Kc ¼ 0:01Ec* , ss ¼ 3st,
m ¼ 0.6, c0 ¼ 1 * 10#5 s#1, c1 ¼ 5 * 10#2, q1 ¼ 1.7 * 10#5 MPa#1,
q2 ¼ 3.2 * 10#5, MPa#1, q2 ¼ 0.9 * 10#6M Pa#1, and
q4 ¼ 3.5 * 10#6 MPa#1. The parameters Ec* and h*c (see Section 5)
were computed by considering the following loading durations:
180, 1.8 and 0.03 s, respectively, for the three different strain rates.
Fig. 2a reports the comparison between the numerical results
(solid curves) and the experimental data (symbols) in terms of
Table 1
Granulometric distribution used in calculations.

Diameter, Di in mm
Amount, % in mass

Size 1

Size 2

Size 3

Size 4

Size 5

Size 6

16
12

10
12

8
7

7
7

5
6

4
7

nominal stress (applied forces divided by the specimen crosssectional area) versus nominal strain (calculated with a measure
length ¼ 160 mm in the central part of the specimens) curves and
the agreement is very good. It must be noted here that the calibration of the parameters c0 and c1 (governing the strain-rate effect
at the meso-scale, see Section 3) was obtained on the basis of only
two strain rates (3.3 * 10#5, and 3.3 * 10#3 s#1). Consequently, the
simulation of the third available strain rate (2.0 * 10#1 s#1) can be
regarded as a validation of the ability of the model to predict
concrete strength outside the range of strain rates used for
calibration.
In Fig. 2a, the experimental data points are relevant to the force
measured at the moving end of the specimens. The numerical
simulations (solid curves), on the other hand, are actually the plot
of two curves relevant to the nominal stress computed at the
moving (sA) and ﬁxed (sR) end of the specimens (see also Fig. 2b).
Due to the dynamic character of the test, at any given time sA and sR
are not exactly equal and their difference can be visualized as
the effect of longitudinal inertia forces distributed throughout the
specimen. The fact that, for each of the considered strain rates, the
two curves are indistinguishable suggests that inertia forces acting
in the direction of the applied load are negligible. Based on this
observation, can the experimental data points considered representative of the actual material behavior and not inﬂuenced by the
structural features of the response? Not quite.
This issue is investigated in Fig. 2b where the response of the
model relevant to a nominal strain rate of 0.5 s#1 is shown. In
addition to sA and sR, the ﬁgure reports the response s* of the
model in absence of inertial effects (static simulations) but
including the strain-rate dependence of the material behavior. In
this case, sA and sR are still almost coincident but both signiﬁcantly
differ from s*. The difference is due to the effect of inertia in the
transverse direction (orthogonal to the applied load). Such an effect
is a direct consequence of the lateral expansion occurring during
the loading process and it can be regarded as the action of transverse inertia forces providing a certain degree of conﬁnement. This
conﬁnement inﬂuences signiﬁcantly both the peak stress and the
post-peak response which, consequently, cannot be considered
representative of the intrinsic material behavior. It must be noted
here that the strain rates considered in this section are low to
moderate. Of course the effect of inertia would be even more
signiﬁcant for high and very high strain rates.
Fig. 2c shows the comparison between the calculated and
experimental compressive dynamic increase factor (DIF) deﬁned as
the ratio between the dynamic compressive strength and the
quasi-static compressive strength. Experimental data includes the
data used to calibrate the model as well as several other data sets
gathered from the literature [34]. Numerical results are relevant to
the peak stresses of the stressestrain curves computed at the
moving end of the specimens, which include the effect of inertia
forces (solid line with solid circles), and by static simulations, thus
neglecting the inertia forces (solid line with triangles). The
numerical results that include the effect of inertia forces ﬁt well
the experimental data in the entire range of strain rates
(10#6e101 s#1). The numerical results without inertia effects,
however, underestimate the DIF for strain rates higher than
10#1 s#1. This suggests that in this strain rate range the DIF data
includes the effect of inertia and it should be considered a structural property, rather than a material property. An important
consequence of this result is that the common practice of calibrating constitutive models by directly ﬁtting DIF experimental
data is not justiﬁed and the ﬁtting should be based on the actual
dynamic simulation of the tests used in the experiments. The
situation is somehow different in the case of experimental data
obtained through the Hopkinson bar technique [35]. In this case
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Fig. 2. a) Comparison between experimental data and numerical results for uniaxial compression; b) Tensile stressestrain curves at various strain rates; c) Inertia effect for
compression simulation results; d) Inertia effect for tension simulation results; e) Compressive DIF; f) Tensile DIF.

a stress wave is let to propagate in the testing apparatus composed
of an elastic incident bar, the specimen being tested, and an elastic
transmitting bar. Comparison between strain measurements in the
incident and transmitting bars provide the means to investigate
material failure during a dynamic event. Clearly, the information
that one can gather from the Hopkinson bar test is richer than the
one obtained with the simple uniaxial test analyzed above.
Nevertheless, it is still crucial to analyze the experimental results
with the proper theory so that the material behavior is separated
from the structural features of the specimen response. This can
only be done with the accurate numerical simulation of the testing
apparatus including detailed modeling of the specimen being
tested as well as the interaction between the elastic bars and the
specimens. For example, if the test is in compression it is important
to simulate correctly frictional forces (which tend to conﬁne the
tested specimen) developing at the contact surfaces between the
elastic bars and the tested specimens [36].

The issue discussed above is further investigated with reference
to the tensile behavior. By using the same model parameters and
test set-up used in the compression simulations, direct tension
simulations were performed and the results are reported in
Fig. 2def. Fig. 2d shows the obtained response for nominal strain
rates equal to 3.3 * 10#5 s#1, 3.3 * 10#3 s#1 and 2 * 10#1 s#1. For the
lowest strain rates (f10#5 ; 10#3 ) the nominal stress sA at the
moving specimen end, the nominal stress sR at the ﬁxed specimen
end, and the response s* computed without inertia force basically
coincide. For the highest strain rate (2 * 10#1 s#1) the effect of
inertia forces is signiﬁcant and sA, sR, and s* are distinctly different.
However, the peak stress is not much different for the three curves.
Fig. 2e shows the computed response in tension for a strain rate of
0.5 s#1. In this case the inertia effect plays a non negligible role even
for the nominal peak stress. The nominal peak stress sA at the
moving specimen end is approximately twice the nominal peak
stress sR at the ﬁxed specimen end. The latter, in turn, is very close
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to the nominal peak stress of the response s* obtained neglecting
the effect of inertia. It must be noted here that sA is typically
recorded in experiments and information about sR is usually not
available. Finally, in Fig. 2f one can see the tensile DIF calculated
with and without the effect of inertia forces and compared with
experimental data gathered from the literature [34]. Once again,
the effect of inertia, which is essentially a structural feature of the
response, cannot be neglected to calculate correctly the DIF in the
entire range of analyzed strain rates (10#9e101 s#1).
The tensile DIF calculated without the inertia effect has values
comparable to the compressive one (from 1 to 1.4). This is consistent with the fact that, in the CSL framework, both macroscopic
compressive and tensile softening behaviors are the results of the
same meso-scale physical phenomena, which are meso-scale
fracturing and shearing (and there is no softening postulated for

meso-scale compression) [14]. On the other hand the Dynamic
Increase Factors calculated with the inertia effect (as well as the
experimental ones) vary from 1 to 5 for tension, and from 1 to 1.6
for compression. This difference can be explained as follows.
According to the discussion above one can write
dyn

#fc

dyn

¼ #fc* þ fcin ; ft
dyn

¼ ft* þ ftin

(22)

dyn

where fc , ft are the peaks of the nominal stresses at the moving
specimen end; fc* , ft* are the peaks of the stress obtained neglecting
inertia effects and fcin , ftin are the (structural dependent) contributions due to inertia effects. In an ideal situation in which the exact
same test set-up and the same specimen is used for tension and
compression, the accelerations in tension and compression have
the same magnitude but opposite sign. Consequently, one can write

Fig. 3. a) Test set-up used for the simulations of fracture propagation; b) Load-displacement curves for two distinct loading rates; c) Ampliﬁed deformed shape at failure;
d) Contours of meso-scale crack openings at failure; e) Fracturing response for a 1000-fold increase of the applied velocity; f) Fracturing response for a 1000-fold decrease of the
applied velocity.
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fcin ¼ #ftin ¼ #f in . By exploiting this observation, dividing Eqs.
(22) by the quasi-static strengths, and assuming the quasi-static
tensile strength to be about one tenth of the compressive strength
(ft0 zfc0 =10), one obtains

DIFc ¼

fcdyn
f in
¼ DIF* þ 0
0
fc
fc

(23)

and
dyn

f
DIFt ¼ t 0
ft

f in
f in
¼ DIF* þ 0 zDIF* þ 10 0
ft
fc

(24)

where DIF*, (assumed to be the same for tension and compression)
is the DIF without the effect on inertia and representative of the
intrinsic material behavior. The assumption that the intrinsic DIF*
is the same for tension and compression is motivated by the fact
that macroscopic tensile failure and macroscopic unconﬁned
compressive failure are both the effect of meso-scale tensile fracturing and shearing. This aspect is correctly reproduced by the CSL
formulation. By comparing Eqs. (23) and (24) it is evident that the
contribution of the inertia forces to the tensile DIF is about ten
times bigger than the contribution of the inertia forces to the
compressive DIF.
7. Strain-rate effect on fracturing behavior
In addition to the strength, the rate of loading inﬂuences the
fracturing behavior of concrete. In this section, this effect is discussed through the analysis of a single notched specimen subject to
direct tension. The adopted geometry of the specimen and
boundary conditions are reported in Fig. 3a. The specimen out-ofplane thickness is 40 mm. Concrete properties and the model
parameters are the same used in the previous section.
Two different rates of loading are considered, u_ ¼ 10#4 mm/
sec and u_ ¼ 10#1 mm/sec, where u is the displacement applied
through a hinge-like boundary condition at the top side of the
specimens. Fig. 3b shows the computed load-displacement curves
for the two rates of loading. The peak load is obviously higher for
the higher strain rate (5728 N compared to 5088 N). Calculation
of the macroscopic fracture energy according to the work of
fracture concept [37,38] (area under the load-displacement curve
divided by the ligament area) provides an increase of the fracture
energy (from 47.46 N/m to 52.05 N/m) as a function of the strain
rate. This result is consistent with what is typically reported in
the literature [3].
Fig. 3c and d report, for a load level in the far post-peak, the
ampliﬁed (200 times) deformed shape and the contours of mesoscale
crack
opening,
deﬁned
as
w ¼ l½ð3N # sN =EN Þ2 þ
2 1=2
ð3T # sT =ET Þ ( , respectively. As one can see, specimen failure is
associated with a fracture propagating from the tip of the notch
towards the opposite side of the specimen.
The previous results were obtained by constant loading rate.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to examine the response of concrete
under sudden changes (increase or decrease) of the loading rate.
In Fig. 3e one can see the load-displacement curve obtained by
a 1000-times increase of the loading rate during the post-peak.
The post-peak softening reverses to post-peak hardening followed
by a second peak. Afterwards the curve coincides with the
monotonic curve for the higher rate of loading. The second peak
may be higher or lower than the ﬁrst peak at the previous slow
rate of loading, depending on the ratio of rate increase and the
magnitude of load decrease prior to the increase of loading rate.
Fig. 3f shows the response related to a sudden decrease (1000
times) of the loading rate. In this case the slope of the load-
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displacement diagram suddenly becomes steeper. A milder slope
is resumed when the load-displacement curve approaches the
response for the lower loading rate. The obtained numerical
results agree well with the experimental ﬁndings reported in
Ref. [23]
8. Summary and conclusions
In this study the ConﬁnementeShear Lattice model, a mesoscale model for concrete, was extended to include the effect of
strain rate on concrete mechanical behavior. This was achieved by
incorporating into the CSL framework two key components: 1)
the dependence of the cohesive law on the crack opening rate,
and 2) the MicroprestresseSolidiﬁcation theory for concrete
creep. The resulting model was calibrated and validated by
comparison with experimental data relevant to uniaxial
compression and uniaxial tension tests. In addition, numerical
simulations of fracture propagation in notched specimens were
carried out.
Based on the analysis of the results, the following observations
on the proposed rate-dependent CSL model can be made.
1. The CSL model reproduces correctly the strain-rate dependence of compressive and tensile strength in a wide range of
strain rates (from 10#9 to 101 s#1, see Fig. 2e,f).
2. In the CSL formulation, the same meso-scale mechanics is
associated with macroscopic compressive failure and tensile
failure. Consequently, the same intrinsic DIF is predicted by the
model in tension and compression. Nevertheless, experimental
data showing signiﬁcant difference in the compressive and
tensile DIF are ﬁtted very well by the model if inertia effects (as
well as other structural features of the tests such as specimen
geometry and boundary conditions effects) are included in the
numerical simulations.
3. The CSL model can simulate correctly strain-rate effects on
concrete fracturing behavior. In particular, it can reproduce the
material rehardening associated with a sudden increase of the
loading rate.
More in general, the numerical simulations performed in this
paper show that:
1. For strain rates higher than 10#1 s#1 the inertia forces cannot be
neglected and provide a signiﬁcant contribution to the strength
enhancement recorded during experiments.
2. The common practice of calibrating constitutive laws by simply
ﬁtting the experimental dynamic increase factor (DIF) is not
justiﬁed. Calibration should be performed through an inverse
analysis based on the dynamic numerical simulation of the
actual experiments (including their structural features) used to
measure the DIF.
3. Due to the strength dissymmetry in tension and compression,
inertia forces inﬂuence the tensile response much more than
the compressive response.
4. By taking into account inertia effects, it seems not to be
necessary (as customarily done) to consider two distinct
Dynamic Increase Factors for compression and tension.
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